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with 1 representing the highest level of democratic progress and 7 the lowest. The Democracy Score is an
average of ratings for the categories tracked in a given year.
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Executive Summary

T

he November parliamentary elections, dominated by a choice between
parties calling for European integration and those favoring Russian ties,
were an important test for Moldova’s democracy. Despite the perceived
high stakes, turnout fell to a historic low at 55.80 percent. The Russophile Party
of Socialists (PSRM) emerged ﬁrst in the elections, closely followed by the Liberal
Democratic Party (PLDM) of former prime minister Vladimir Filat. The Party
of Communists of the Republic of Moldova (PCRM), led by Vladimir Voronin,
ﬁnished third. Two other parties, the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) and the
Liberal Party (PL), also secured seats in the parliament. The deregistration of the
pro-Russian Patria party a few days before election day drew criticism. Although the
pro-European PLDM, PDM, and PL won a majority in the parliament, talks on
the formation of a new government were still ongoing at year’s end.
The country’s relations with Russia deteriorated, especially after Moldova
signed and ratiﬁed an Association Agreement with the European Union (EU) in
July, coupled with the setup of a free-trade area between the two. In response,
Russia imposed embargos and duties on various Moldovan imports. On 28 April,
Moldova was the ﬁrst country among the Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries to
enter into a liberalized visa regime with the EU. Increasing disagreement, between
the Moldovan authorities on one side and the Tiraspol administration and Russia on
the other, hampered the process of conﬂict settlement in Transnistria, postponing
the so-called 5+2 negotiations three times. Relations with the autonomous Găgăuzia
region were also tense after Gagauz authorities held an illegal referendum that asked
voters sensitive questions on sovereignty.
National Democratic Governance. The European Union (EU) lifted visa
requirements for Moldova in April, and the country signed an Association Agreement
creating closer political and economic ties with the EU in June. Relations with
Transnistria remained tense, and Russia broadened the ban on Moldovan import
in July. The government resorted to the use of urgent procedures in the case of 18
laws. Avoiding deliberation in these cases received signiﬁcant criticism from the
opposition. Moldova’s rating for democratic governance remains unchanged at 5.50.
Electoral Process. Moldova held parliamentary elections on 30 November. The
record low turnout of 55.8 percent brought ﬁve parties into the parliament, but
the deregistration of the pro-Russian Patria Party led by Renato Usatîi just days
before election day raised concerns. Authorities took security measures before the
elections, which included the arrest of several activists of the extremist splinter
organization Antifa. Coalition talks were ongoing at year’s end. Moldova’s electoral
process rating remains unchanged at 4.00.
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Civil Society. Moldovan civil society continued to play an active role in monitoring
the government and putting public pressure on politicians, but ultimately failed to
push through reform initiatives during the year. A law was adopted in December
2013 that would have allowed citizens to redirect 2 percent of their income tax
payments to an NGO of their choice. However, the Constitutional Court struck
down the law two months later and the parliament failed to adopt an amended
version by year’s end. Moldova’s civil society rating remains unchanged at 3.25.
Independent Media. The media environment in Moldova oﬀers a wide choice
for audiences; however, oligarchs and politicians have control over the majority
of media outlets. The parliament failed to adopt a law on transparency of media
ownership and restricted journalists’ access to parliamentary sessions. Several outlets
received ﬁnes for unbalanced content during the elections. In July, the Audiovisual
Coordinating Council (CCA) banned Rossiya 24 for six months for allegedly
broadcasting propaganda and ﬁned two other outlets. Moldova’s independent media
rating remains unchanged at 5.25.
Local Democratic Governance. Four entities of the local public authorities
beneﬁted for the ﬁrst time from a law on local public ﬁnances. A pilot implementation
of the law allows greater revenues for local budgets and enables local authorities to
independently set spending priorities. The parliament failed to adopt legislation
which would allow local authorities to address the Constitutional Court or give
them competences over zoning. Moldova’s local democratic governance rating remains
unchanged at 5.75.
Judicial Framework and Independence. Eﬀorts to reform the judicial sector
were partially successful in 2014. The parliament adopted a concept for the reform
of the prosecutor’s oﬃce, but did not make progress on examining the draft law.
Amendments streamlining the criminal prosecution of judges were adopted in July;
however, the Supreme Court of Justice asked for their repeal later in the year. The
courts improved their operations by adding personnel, raising the salaries of judges,
and issuing decisions with better argumentation. Moldova’s judicial framework and
independence rating remains unchanged at 4.75.
Corruption. Moldova has adopted the necessary laws for ﬁghting corruption, but
they have yet to bring signiﬁcant results in practice. The National Anticorruption
Center (CNA) started an integrity evaluation of public servants in August, and the
preliminary results conﬁrmed endemic corruption and a propensity for bribe-taking
in the sector. The lack of resolution in the nontransparent and scandalous cases
of Banca de Economii (BEM) and Chişinău airport continued to raise questions
about the political will to ﬁght high-level corruption. Moldova’s corruption rating
remains unchanged at 5.75.
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Outlook for 2015. The coming year is expected to be diﬃcult for Moldova but
also full of opportunities to continue reforms. The local elections will indicate the
level of trust in local authorities and will redeﬁne the balance of power between
the ruling coalition and the opposition. Challenges will include implementing the
Association Agreement, reforming the judiciary, ﬁghting corruption, stabilizing the
banking sector, and reorienting exports toward new markets and away from Russia.
The creation of a new governing alliance will be a challenge given the insuﬃcient
will for political compromises and personal animosities that negatively inﬂuence the
process. Moscow is expected to turn up pressure on Chişinău, given Russia’s intense
displeasure over Moldova’s European integration. As a result, dialogue involving
Transnistria, Găgăuzia, and the municipality of Bălţi may all suﬀer.
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After a period of political turmoil in 2013, the country experienced stabilization in
2014. The governing coalition—headed by Iurie Leancă and composed of the centerright Liberal Democratic Party of Moldova (PLDM), the center-left Democratic
Party of Moldova (PDM), and the splinter Liberal Reformist Party (PLR)—tried to
push through reforms before the November parliamentary elections. However, the
parliament failed to agree on important laws, such as the reform of the prosecutor’s
oﬃce, and was unable to adopt bills aimed at ﬁghting corruption in the judiciary,
clarifying the public funding of political parties, and increasing transparency of
media ownership.
The government adopted a number of laws in an urgent procedure during
the year. In July and September, the cabinet assumed responsibility in the case
of 18 laws—meaning that the parliament could have called for a no-conﬁdence
vote following each submission. These included a law that allows lifting the
immunity of judges for charges of money laundering and illicit enrichment; a law
on the disciplinary responsibility of judges; a law on improving instruments to
ﬁght money laundering; a law oﬀering additional competences to National Bank
of Moldova; and provisions providing tax exemption to companies suﬀering from
the Russian embargo on Moldovan products. The government explained that the
need to overrule the parliament was caused by a stalemate in the parliamentary
Commission on Economy, Budget, and Finance.1 However, the opposition, as well
as some representatives of the ruling coalition, severely criticized this practice of
avoiding deliberation and denied that there was any resistance in the legislature to
adopt the laws.
In an important development, Moldova signed the Association Agreement
with the European Union (EU) on 27 June and ratiﬁed it on 2 July. The agreement,
which established cooperation on many policies, was coupled with a Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) that sets up a free-trade area
between Moldova and the EU. Several politicians of the opposition were against
the agreement in the beginning. Vladimir Voronin, the leader of the Party of
Communists of the Republic of Moldova (PCRM), said that the parliament’s rush
to ratify the agreement was driven by a fear that after the November elections,
the ruling coalition would no longer be in power and the agreement might not
be ratiﬁed at all.2 Following the elections, however, he aﬃrmed that his party
supports integration with Europe. Others feared that waiting longer to vote on
the ratiﬁcation would give covert Russian agents time to corrupt ruling coalition
members of parliament (MPs) to vote against the agreement. In fact, on 13 March,
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a woman was detained for allegedly attempting to bribe two MPs with €500,000,
giving credence to the theory of such a Russian plot.3
The EU lifted visa requirements for Moldovan citizens in 2014, allowing
holders of biometric passports to travel to the Schengen Zone for short stays, visafree. This turning point in Moldova’s European integration went into eﬀect on
28 April, following the successful implementation of reforms connected to border
security, migration, and fundamental rights. Visa liberalization made Moldovan
citizenship more attractive, including for people living in Transnistria, and
Moldovan oﬃcials reported a 250 percent increase in the number of applications
for biometric passports coming from the unrecognized breakaway territory between
Moldova and Ukraine.4
Relations between Chişinău and Tiraspol tensed in 2014, with events in
Ukraine putting policymakers on edge. The Tiraspol administration, supported
by Russia, took the position that the signature of the Association Agreement
would damage the negotiation process between Transnistria and the government
in Chişinău. Tiraspol postponed the so-called 5+2 negotiations—consisting of
Moldova and Transnistria, with Russia, Ukraine, and the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) as mediators, and the EU and the United States
as observers—three times, as Transnistria wanted Brussels to treat them separately
from Moldova in trade relations. The EU declined to agree on a separate trade
regime with Tiraspol, and at the end of 2014, the previous system of Autonomous
Trade Preferences (ATP) applied to the region. However, since the ATP will expire
at the end of 2015, the authorities in Tiraspol are expected to make a decision
by that time. Experts pointed out that the economies of Chișinău and Tiraspol
are interlinked and are connected to the rest of EU, so questions of whether the
DCFTA will cover the breakaway province could be moot.5
Still, the signature of the agreement soured relations with Russia. Moscow
retaliated in September by unilaterally suspending the Commonwealth of
Independent States Free Trade Agreements (CISFTA) for 19 categories and
imposed customs duties on numerous products from Moldova that had previously
been duty-free. Russia had banned Moldovan wine imports in 2013, but in July, it
broadened the ban to imports of most Moldovan fruit and meat products.
Relations between the Autonomous Territorial Unit of Găgăuzia and Chişinău
were quite diﬃcult throughout the year. On 2 February, Găgăuzia held a referendum
which asked voters whether the region should be a member of either the EU or the
Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union (EEU, formerly Customs Union). Ninetyeight percent voted for a customs union with Russia, and an equal percentage
supported the independence of Găgăuzia, “should Moldova lose its sovereignty.”6
Gagauz residents fear Moldova’s accession to the EU will lead to uniﬁcation with
Romania. Chişinău considered the referendum illegal since it was held in violation
of Moldovan legislation.
The Moldovan economy decelerated in 2014, with the GDP growing only at
2 percent, compared to a growth of 8.9 percent in 2013.7 The banking sector, the
majority of which is controlled by oligarchs, continued to experience diﬃculties.
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The country is dealing with the after-eﬀects of a 2013 banking crisis, in which
a formerly state-controlled bank, Banca de Economii (BEM), gave imprudent
loans to entities allegedly linked to politicians. Public debate also continued on the
sweetheart deal a company associated with Russian tycoon Oleg Deripaska got in
October 2013 from the government: a 49-year exclusive contract to run Chişinău
Airport.8
In addition, foreign investors were spooked by the rollercoaster case of Grawe
Carat insurance. In September 2013, the insurer was stripped of its right to issue
Green Cards (an international vehicle insurance) because of alleged collusive
behavior. Although the company was reinstated in its rights in a decision by the
Court of Appeals in January 2014, the National Bureau of Motor Insurers did not
execute the decision.9 In July, the Competition Council found the exclusion of
Grawe Carat to have been illegal.
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Moldova held parliamentary elections on 30 November 2014. Five parties entered
the new parliament: the Party of Socialists of the Republic of Moldova (PSRM)
received 20.51 percent of the vote; PLDM 20.16 percent; PCRM 17.48 percent;
PDM 15.80 percent; and the former coalition member Liberal Party (PL) 9.67
percent.10 In its preliminary ﬁndings, the OSCE’s International Election Observation
Mission found that “elections oﬀered voters a wide choice of political alternatives.”11
The observers, however, noted some problems, including the late deregistration of
one of the electoral contestants, pressure on privately-owned outlets, and problems
with the new electronic system that processed voter information.
Although the elections were referred to as a “historic” vote to decide where
Moldovan public opinion would fall on the integration debate between the
European Union and the Russia-led customs union, the turnout of 55.8 percent
was the lowest since Moldova’s independence.12 The electoral list oﬀered a wide
choice of options: it included 26 candidates, with 21 parties, 1 electoral bloc, and
4 independent candidates. The process generally ensured candidates equal freedom
of expression and equal access to media and public space.
A few days before election day, the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)
annulled the registration of the pro-Russian Patria party led by the businessman
Renato Usatîi. Usatîi, who had made his money in Russia, returned to Moldova
in April and founded Patria ahead of the parliamentary vote. His critics say that
the party is a Russian- and organized crime front.13 On 26 November, the CEC
proposed the deregistration of Patria on the grounds that the party had received 8.1
million MDL ($500,000) from abroad, which is forbidden by Moldovan law.14 The
Chişinău Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court approved the decision in the
next two days. Few questioned the grounds for deregistration, but observers and
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political commentators took issue with the timing and circumstances. The U.S.
Embassy, the EU Delegation, and the Russian Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs all voiced
their concerns over the democratic and electoral implications of the decision.15
Promo-Lex, an NGO that advocates for democratic practices and conducts election
monitoring in Moldova and Transnistria, said that the majority of parties that
gained seats in the parliament failed to disclose the full amount of their spending.
They added that PDM and PLDM did not report signiﬁcant amounts of money
and thus exceeded the spending limit.16 Had the authorities proven this during the
campaign, these parties would likely have been excluded from the elections as well.
A portion of the votes for PSRM is believed to have come from Patria
supporters, since both parties strongly opposed EU integration. The PCRM also
lost a big part of its voters to the PSRM, partly due to the departure of some of its
leaders to form their own parties or join others. Earlier, in 2009, a group of PCRM
radicals, including MPs, created the extremist splinter organization called “Antifa,”
short for anti-fascism. The group is informally headed by the former communist
MP Grigorie Petrenco, who is now a member of the Patria party. In order to avoid
radicalization of the rest of PCRM, its leader kicked Antifa out of the party.
The authorities took high security measures to ensure peaceful elections and
postelection period. Because fear of violent protests intensiﬁed before the elections—
including the fear of protests similar to Ukraine’s Euromaidan movement—the
security services and police detained and arrested several activists of Antifa, which
remained an unregistered organization. Police and prosecutors searched the activists’
houses and found two grenade launchers, among other weapons, in November.
Some of the Antifa activists were conditionally released, but two of them had their
arrests prolonged for another 30 days and were charged with creating a criminal
group in December.17
As of the end of 2014, a government had not yet been formed. The ongoing
negotiations between the pro-European PLDM, PDM, and PL were highly nontransparent, and the parties could not agree on the division of ministries. The
position of the president, which will be elected by the parliament in 2016 and for
which PL was aspiring, was also a point of contention between the parties. At the
same time, PLDM and PDM kept a low proﬁle dialogue with PCRM in the event
of a collapse in coalition negotiations with PL. Experts noted at year’s end that if
the new government does not take serious steps to ﬁght corruption, early elections
could take place.18
In 2014, no important changes took place in Moldova’s electoral legislation.
The parliament adopted a bill on public ﬁnancing of political parties in the ﬁrst
reading in July, but the bill was yet to become law at year’s end. In April, at the
initiative of PCRM, the parliament adopted a law calling for a state registry of
voters. The goal of the electronic system was to increase transparency, prevent
repeated voting by citizens, and improve the accuracy of voter lists. Overall, the
system was a success, but it witnessed technical problems on election day that
aﬀected the speed of counting and tabulating votes.
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Moldovan civil society is increasingly diverse and active. During the last 10 years, the
country’s nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and think tanks have developed
considerably, thanks in large part to support from international donors. In 2014,
the sector remained dependent on foreign support for more than 80 percent
of its funding, despite an increased eﬀort to raise funds locally.19 The 2012–15
Strategy for the Development of the Civil Society, which was unanimously adopted
by Parliament in 2012 and applied for its ﬁrst full two years in 2013 and 2014,
attempted to address this problem. Overall, the number of NGOs increased to
9,315 in 2014 compared to 8,227 in 2013, though most of them were not active
during the year.20
Active Moldovan NGOs are concentrated in Chișinău, where they have more
opportunities to express their opinions and can be more eﬀective at lobbying the
government. Nevertheless, in 2014, many NGOs became active in the regions and
held advocacy and go-to-vote campaigns. This was in part due to foreign donors’
changing requirements related to funding, but also a conscious decision by NGOs
who would like to see their country join the EU in the future.
Moldova’s political culture continues to operate according to the conviction
that decision-making is the business of politicians. Consequently, the impact of civil
society organizations on the creation of public policy remains limited. However,
inclusion of NGOs in the legislative process is gradually improving. They have
been particularly active in the ﬁeld of anticorruption and played a signiﬁcant role
in the drafting of anticorruption legislation and monitoring the implementation
of reforms. Another collective tool to inﬂuence government policy is the National
Participation Council (NPC), which consists of 30 organizations. The head of NPC
attends cabinet meetings and is able to voice the opinion of the NGOs on a given
issue.21
The NPC and the umbrella organization NGO Council, together with
other NGO federations, have played an active role in advocating for reforms and
putting public pressure on the ruling coalition. However, despite repeated appeals,
the government did not move forward on numerous reforms in 2014, including
laws on ﬁnancing of political parties, transparency of media ownership, and the
restructuring of the National Integrity Commission.22
The ongoing security crisis in Ukraine and the Russian occupation of Crimea
mobilized NGOs. They expressed solidarity with their Ukrainian counterparts,
opposed the annexation of Crimea, and denounced actions by Russian-backed
separatists in eastern Ukraine. Moldovan civil society also worked to raise awareness
of possible provocations and instigations of violent protest in Moldova, especially
in the postelection period.
As in previous years, the inﬂuence of trade unions remained limited. They are
not perceived as eﬀective tools to defend workers’ rights in practice. Despite this,
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the National Trade Union Confederation in Moldova was more active in 2014, and
they will play a greater role in the implementation of the Association Agreement.
Unions have been more vocal in calling on the government to improve social
conditions and warned that inaction may lead to massive protests.
Several attempts to improve the legal environment of NGOs took place in
2014. In December 2013, parliament adopted a law that allowed taxpayers to
redirect 2 percent of their income tax payment to an NGO of their choice. A
month later, the Constitutional Court struck down the law on the grounds that it
lacked the required oﬃcial opinion of the government.23 Although MPs promised
to readopt the law with the needed improvements, taxpayers still did not have the
option of donating to NGOs through their tax returns at year’s end.24
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The media landscape grew more dynamic and diverse in 2014, but lack of media
ownership transparency and highly partisan coverage continued to plague the sector.
According to opinion polls, most Moldovans still get their news from television (82
percent), but the internet (45 percent) is growing more popular, and radio (43
percent) remains the third most-accessed medium.25 In terms of audience share,
the leaders are Prime TV, owned by Vladimir Plahotniuc of PDM; Moldova 1, the
state-owned broadcaster; Jurnal TV, owned by Victor Topa; Pro TV, a subsidiary of
the Romania-based Central European Media Enterprise; and Publika TV, another
Plahotniuc property.
Despite promises to adopt a law on media ownership before the expiration of
its current mandate, the coalition government failed to do so in 2014. A draft bill,
which would require the disclosure of de facto owners of broadcasters and print
publications, was adopted in the ﬁrst reading in July but was yet to become a law at
year’s end. The draft needed improvements according to experts, as it was not clear
what its authors meant by “shadow owners,” and it lacked a mechanism, most likely
ﬁnancial penalties, to enforce the desired transparency. In January, two opposition
parties, the PCRM and PL, both submitted proposals of a new Broadcasting Code
to the parliament. Neither of them was adopted.
As 2014 was an election year, the Audiovisual Coordinating Council (CCA)
had its hands full enforcing media laws. In April, the CCA restricted political
advertising beyond the framework of the electoral campaign, after some politicians
had bought and run campaign ads long before the oﬃcial campaign season. The
CCA also issued warnings and imposed ﬁnes during the campaign. Prime TV,
Publika TV, Canal 2, and Canal 3 were reprimanded for bias in favor of PDM;
TV7, N4, and Euro TV displayed bias in favor of PDL; while Accent TV and Ren
TV received ﬁnes for partiality toward Patria and PCRM. Jurnal TV was censured
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for heavy negative bias against Plahotniuc of PDM.26 Independent press freedom
organizations conﬁrmed, to a large extent, the ﬁndings of the council.
Against the backdrop of the escalating conﬂict between Russia and Ukraine,
the CCA also took aim at Russian-backed media. At the request of Ana Gutu, a
parliamentarian from PL, the CCA started to monitor Russian TV rebroadcasts in
Moldova in April.27 The monitoring was done in parallel with the Independent Press
Association, which concluded that NTV, Channel One, RTR, Ren TV, and Rossiya
24 used propaganda methods. These methods included presenting unconﬁrmed
rumors as information and manipulating text and images, especially related to the
events in Ukraine. In July, the CCA suspended Rossiya 24 for six months and ﬁned
RTR and Ren TV for noncompliance with the broadcasting legislation.28
Moldovan media are highly dependent on external funding, and businessmen
and politicians often inﬂuence content by taking control over editorial policy
in return for ﬁnancial sustainability. According to the Center for Investigative
Journalism, independent media outlets are run by small editorial staﬀs with
small, unpredictable budgets, making it hard for them to resist the pressures
and enticements of oligarch money.29 Wealthy businessman and PDM MP
Plahotniuc—who owns several TV channels, including the most viewed, Prime
TV—is considered Moldova’s most powerful media magnate. Some accused Vlad
Filat, a former prime minister, of creating his own media empire during the year.
According to allegations, Filat is behind the acquisitions of Euro TV and Alt TV by
Klassika Media, owned by controversial businessman Ilan Shor.30
In January, Jurnal TV, Accent TV, and RTR were excluded from the basic
service packages of cable operators on technical grounds. The three channels are
known for criticizing the Moldovan government. The exclusion attracted serious
criticism from the head of the EU delegation in Moldova, as well as from the OSCE,
the U.S. embassy, and various NGOs, and within days, the operators reintroduced
the channels into their packages.31 A cable operator said that it moved Jurnal TV to
its premium package because the channel lacked a contract for 2014, a statement
that prompted speculations whether Jurnal TV knew it would be excluded.32
The exclusion generated debate in the parliament and prompted the creation of
a working group in the same month. According to Chiril Lucinschi, the head of
parliamentary committee on media, the conﬂict was caused by unclear legislation.33
The working group was, however, dismantled in a few days, after the opposition
proposed amendments to the Broadcasting Code without waiting for consultations.
In May, the parliament decided to restrict access of journalists to the plenary
hall of the parliament building, which was renovated following its destruction in
riots in April 2009. As of year’s end, journalists could only watch the activity of MPs
on televisions in a separate room.34 The parliamentary committee on the media
recommended allowing journalists back into the hall, but the head of parliament
denied it on the grounds that the deliberation room does not have enough space to
accommodate both politicians and journalists.
Journalists occasionally face threats and physical violence in the country. In
January, Usatîi, the founder of Patria, called a journalist from Jurnal TV in the
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middle of the night and allegedly threatened him because of Jurnal TV’s coverage of
the politician. The newspaper Ziarul de Gardă, known for its investigative reporting,
complained about alleged threats from Usatîi as well.35
The media environment in Transnistria, the breakaway region between
Moldova and Ukraine, continued to worsen in 2014. News agency Tiras was
banned in Transnistria and its owner, Dmitry Soin, a local politician and media
manager, moved to Ukraine after receiving a series of threats. The owner of dniester.
ru, Roman Konoplev, also received threats during the year. Konoplev’s news site
is blocked within Transnistria.36 Overall, Presidential Decree No. 241, issued on
5 August and aimed at “preventing extremist activity,” was employed to clear the
Transnistrian region of potential critics of President Yevgeny Shevchuk’s regime.37
In April, local authorities in Găgăuzia announced that they would grant
themselves the right to issue licenses for TV channels. Despite warnings from the
CCA that doing so would be illegal, the Găgăuz National Assembly decided to
go forward with the plan in October. In November, the CCA ﬁled a case against
the assembly.38 During the year, several reports noted an increase in censorship in
Găgăuzia, with local authorities favoring select loyal media.39
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Moldova has a three-tiered administrative structure. The smallest units are towns
(orașe) and villages (sate), with mayors and local councils that are directly elected by
residents. The second level, which features its own elected government institutions,
is made up of counties (raioane), the city of Chișinău, the Autonomous Territorial
Unit of Găgăuzia, and Transnistria. Since 2012, the city of Bălţi has also had the
status of a municipality with greater autonomy. Moldovan authorities have not had
eﬀective control over the separatist region of Transnistria since the 1992 armed
conﬂict.
Moldova has been undergoing a process of decentralization since 2010. However,
as numerous reports indicate, decentralization without proper empowerment
and accountability can lead to ineﬃcient and corrupt local administrations. The
two main problems of local government remain underﬁnancing and endemic
corruption.
The Law on Local Public Finances went into force in January but was only
applied in three counties and in Chişinău. Beginning in 2015, this law will be
applied in the entire country. According to the law, the villages and towns will
retain 75 percent of tax revenue from their citizens, while the counties will get 25
percent and the municipalities 50 percent. This discrepancy is due to the fact that
local rural and small urban areas are confronted with the mass migration of their
citizens to Western Europe, resulting in chronic budget shortfalls.40 The new local
ﬁnance law enables local authorities to decide their own spending priorities. The
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law does not change how capital investments are ﬁnanced—this remains at the
regional level and could prove problematic.
Other potential local governance reforms remained undone. An important law
that would have increased the competences of local authorities was blocked in the
parliament. The draft law would give local authorities the right to contest laws with
a local eﬀect before the Constitutional Court and would grant them jurisdiction
over zoning, both of which would rebalance power between the central and local
public administrations. Another potentially beneﬁcial draft law that languished in
the parliament was an amendment to decrease bureaucracy in public procurement.41
The Decentralization Strategy for 2012–2015 and its implementing action
plans will likely not be fully implemented before their expiration. Most of the laws
within the strategy were planned to be adopted in 2014, but the process stagnated
because of the elections and lack of political will. With the nationwide application
of the local public ﬁnances law and municipal elections scheduled for 2015, the
year will be important for local authorities. If the incumbent governing parties lose,
reforms might get more diﬃcult to push through.
Judicial Framework and Independence
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According to the constitution, the judiciary is independent from the legislative and
executive branches. However, as a recent report by the International Commission
of Jurists and the Soros Foundation–Moldova states, Moldova inherited the Soviet
tradition of judicial subordination to the executive power, and further eﬀorts are
still required to guarantee judicial independence in practice.42
The judicial reform process was ongoing in 2014. In 2011, the parliament
adopted the Justice Sector Reform Strategy, which aimed at reshuﬄing the judicial
organization, updating procedures, and restructuring the prosecution service. Its
implementation de facto started in 2012 with the adoption of an action plan. In
2013, a working group put forward a draft law on reforming the prosecutor’s oﬃce,
left largely untouched and unchanged from Soviet times and therefore requiring the
amendment of the constitution. The parliament adopted a concept paper on the
reform in July 2014 but was yet to examine the draft law at year’s end, demonstrating
a lack of political will on this matter. Delays in the implementation of the strategy
have cost Moldova about €1.8 million in lost EU budgetary support.43
In the past, the Superior Council of Magistrates (CSM) often shielded judges
from criminal prosecution. In July, the government adopted amendments that
enabled the criminal prosecution of judges without the consent of CSM on all
charges.44 The changes were a continuation of 2012–2013 eﬀorts to make these
prosecutions easier. However, in November, the Supreme Court of Justice (SCJ)
asked the Constitutional Court to repeal the law on the grounds that it aﬀects
judicial independence. The request generated disappointment and demonstrated
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a strong opposition to reform within the judiciary itself. As of year’s end, the
Constitutional Court had not examined the law.
Alongside corruption, experts highlight that Moldovan judges are poor at
argumentation and make rulings that fail to touch upon key elements of a given
case.45 Poorly-argued decisions have contributed to Moldova’s negative track
record at the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). Even as court decisions
have gotten longer, the quality remains low, ﬁlled mainly with descriptions of the
position of parties. Lately, the SCJ has improved argumentation, but it is still a
systemic problem.
Wage increases have aimed to improve judicial independence and make judges
less corruptible. In 2013 and 2014, judges received 100 percent raises, with 10
percent raises scheduled for 2015 and 2016. Opposition politicians and journalists,
however, complained that the government simply planned on buying the future
goodwill of the judges.46 Beginning in 2013, each judge got a legal assistant, and
beginning in 2014, both an assistant and a clerk. The gradual exit of the old guard is
also contributing to a change in judicial ethics: according to the Minister of Justice,
about one-third of the judges have been replaced since 2010.47
Corruption
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In 2014, the government continued to implement its anticorruption strategy
mainly by reinforcing existing institutions. In 2013, control over the National
Anticorruption Center (CNA) was transferred to the government from the
parliament following its investigations of PLDM ministers and allies during the 2013
political crisis. This did not help make the CNA signiﬁcantly more independent, as
the government exerted its own pressure on the center, just as the parliament had
previously.48 One way in which the government can exert pressure is by holding the
CNA’s budget allocation hostage until the last minute. This oversight has eﬀectively
discouraged the CNA from assertively ﬁghting corruption among top oﬃcials.
In August 2014, the CNA started evaluating the professional integrity of
public servants. About 7,000 public servants participated in a training organized
by the CNA, which sent oﬃcial letters to about 1,000 public institutions to inform
bureaucrats about the upcoming evaluation.49 According to Cristina Tarna, CNA
deputy director, the preliminary results conﬁrm endemic corruption in Moldova’s
public sector.50 Half of the public servants tested took the oﬀered bribes and most
of them were open to being bribed in the future. In some areas, 100 percent failed
the test. If this trend continues through to the conclusion of testing, half of the
public servants risk being ﬁred and almost all could be ﬁned. Those who fail will
not be jailed, since the tests are conducted without a judicial warrant. The CNA was
planning to roll out an “integrity record” in 2015, making it impossible for a person
ﬁred for integrity-related issues to get another civil service job. Some criticized the
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initiative, arguing that the CNA fails to investigate people who actually take bribes,
while it eagerly tests and sanctions people who are not yet guilty of graft.
The National Commission for Integrity (CNI) continued to compare declared
assets and incomes of public oﬃcials and to look for conﬂicts of interest. CNI
veriﬁed many oﬃcials and ﬁned ministers, MPs, and judges, but the eﬃciency of
the commission is questionable. According to experts who assessed its work over
the last two years, the commission’s results are modest due to a deﬁcient legal
framework and insuﬃcient instruments and funding.51
The scandal involving BEM continued in 2014. The state-owned bank had
been left ﬁnancially vulnerable by extensive mismanagement and corruption.
Its former president, Grigore Gacikevich, was placed under investigation in
2013 for having illegally granted credits to several companies that were allegedly
connected with inﬂuential politicians. When the government issued shares to
private investors and gave up majority control of the bank, the bank became the
object of bitter competition among local businessmen, top politicians, and Russian
companies.52 In November 2014, the state became a majority shareholder again. An
International Monetary Fund (IMF) report published in December conﬁrmed that
BEM had received a bailout loan from the National Bank, worth MDL 3.3 billion
($205 million) and that BEM and two other banks had been put under special
administration. At year’s end, the amount of money needed to save the banks was
estimated MDL 15 billion ($1.025 billion), or about an eighth of Moldova’s GDP.53
Public opinion also focused on the unresolved scandal involving the Chişinău
airport. In October 2013, via an opaque and noncompetitive tender, the government
granted a Russian ﬁrm a 49-year concession to operate the airport.54 Politicians from
PLDM and PDM, as well as controversial businessman Ilan Shor, are suspected of
being involved in both the bank and the airport cases, with investigations expected
to drag well into 2015.55
A bright spot in recent years is the media, which has become more sensitive
on issues related to corruption. Cases of corruption are being investigated and
written about in specialized publications such as Ziaru de Gardă and RISE, which
have managed to turn law-enforcement attention on a series of alleged crimes,
particularly connected to politicians.
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